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Michael Cohen (MC):  Hello and welcome to CoStar’s U.S. Apartment Market Year in Review for 2018.  

I’m Michael Cohen, Vice President of CoStar’s Advisory Service. 

John Affleck (JA):  And I’m John Affleck, Vice President of Market Analytics.  Thanks so much for joining 

us.  In this session, we’ll take stock of the U.S. apartment market, starting with a look at fundamentals, 

including supply, demand, and vacancy; then we’ll have a look at rent trends in 2018, and what our 

forecasts are predicting for 2019 and the years to come. 

MC:  And we’ll wrap up with a look at capital markets, including transaction volume and pricing.  So let’s 

get started! 

JA:  Michael, reports of the end of the multifamily cycle in 2018 were greatly exaggerated.  We estimate 

350,000 units were absorbed last year, the most this cycle.  Deliveries fell below 300,000 units for the 

first time in four years, and vacancies fell by 50 basis points.  As a result, rent growth actually picked up, 

hitting 3% for the first time since 2015.  And, transaction volume set a new all-time record, topping $170 

billion in investment, while prices rose by another 5%. 

MC:  This wasn’t supposed to happen.  2018 was supposed to be the year that apartment landlords 

pulled back on rent increases, facing competition not just from new multifamily supply, but from for-sale 

housing as well.  And slowing rent growth would make underwriting deals at these all-time high prices 

even more difficult.  So what happened? 

JA:  A resurgent economy helped boost demand—and also motivated the Federal Reserve to raise 

interest rates.  As a result, mortgage rates rose as well, probably limiting home-buying on the margin.  

And, bottom line, investors clearly really like the US multifamily story. 

MC:  And there’s still a lot to like.  Only the United States offers institutional multifamily product at 

scale, and the building boom this cycle has produced a lot of really attractive investment options.  But 

it’s the workforce housing that especially attracted interest last year.  The sector faces virtually no new 

supply, and Class B and C assets are filled with renters who are unlikely to buy a home. 

JA:  And, bottom line, the U.S. continues to face a general housing shortage.  Despite all the headlines 

about apartment oversupply, last year was the first year when total housing construction finally caught 

up to household formation.  That still leaves us well short of new housing this cycle. 

MC:  More than anything else, this imbalance between supply and demand for housing nationwide 

explains the resilience of U.S. multifamily. 

JA:  Let’s have a look at the data for 2018, starting with supply, demand, and vacancy. 



 
After two years of increases, the national multifamily vacancy rate fell sharply in 2018, thanks to very 

strong demand, and a little less supply.   However, the Base Case forecast does factor in a slowdown in 

2020—causing demand to trail off as well.  Currently, CoStar is tracking about 660,000 units under 

construction—the most ever.  So, supply is going to remain at high levels over the forecast, as we see 

here. 

 
The decline in demand while supply remains at these levels will cause vacancies to rise sharply over the 

next few years, assuming the economic forecast of some job losses holds. 

 



 

MC:  John, what if our viewers disagree with that economic outlook?  Maybe not everyone wants to 

assume that we have a recession… 

JA:  CoStar has always offered a range of scenarios, and we recently introduced a new one, of our own 

making.  We call it the Trend Growth scenario, and it assumes that the slow and steady status quo 

extends over the next five years.  Applying the Trend Growth assumptions changes the forecast from 

this picture: 



 

 

To this picture: 

 

 

Where demand is more consistent, keeping vacancies a bit lower. 

MC:  John, in either case we have vacancies rising:  is there no scenario where demand continues to 

outpace supply? 



JA:  Michael, over this remarkable cycle for multifamily, we’ve seen an unprecedented preference for 

renting.  On the margin, nearly every additional household has been a renter household.  We’ve already 

seen the homeownership rate start to trend higher. 

 

 
For perspective, a one-percentage point increase in the homeownership rate over the course of a single 

year would likely mean a loss of about 800,000 renter households. 

Unfortunately, we can’t update this chart this quarter, as the census bureau is not reporting any data 

due to the government shutdown.  But, we expect the trend back toward homebuying to continue.  So, 

even if the economy remains healthy, more and more households are likely to buy a home, rather than 

rent. 

MC:  And those new homeowners could very well include the affluent renters currently residing in all 

those brand-new, highly-amenitized downtown units. 

JA:  Absolutely.  We believe a large number of those renters would prefer to own a home—but haven’t 

found the for-sale product they want.  But, as homebuilding picks up, quality new product will attract a 

lot of current renters with the means to buy. 

MC:  Another year of rent hikes may encourage some renters to start browsing MLS listings in their 

neighborhood. 

JA:  Just when renters thought they might start getting some deals, rent growth actually picked up, 

growing by 3% in 2018 for the first time since 2015. 



 

 

Rent growth varied widely across markets, however.  Phoenix and Las Vegas each posted 7% rent 

growth in 2018 to lead all major markets. 

 

 

MC:  These two markets are great examples of the dynamics driving the multifamily sector this cycle.  

These are markets with great demographic growth year in and year out—but normally, developers are 



meeting the demand.  Not this cycle—total housing construction has trailed well behind household 

formation in America’s Sunbelt markets. 

JA:  Atlanta and the Inland Empire are also great examples of the American boom town—without the 

building boom.  We also see Orlando, Charlotte, and Denver on the list. 

MC:  Other markets on the list include tech markets like San Jose, San Francisco, Austin, Boston, and the 

East Bay. 

 

 

JA:  And here we see the markets posting the weakest rent growth in 2018—with Houston bringing up 

the rear. 

MC:  Houston is an unusual case – rents jumped about 10% overnight after Hurricane Harvey, and since 

then, haven’t grown much. 

JA:  The other markets include demographically-challenged Northeast and Midwest markets like 

Baltimore, Chicago, Northern New Jersey, and Philadelphia. 

MC:  And some markets where supply really has mattered, like New York and Miami. 

John, on that note, let’s have a look at which markets are seeing a lot of supply. 



 
Miami continues to lead all markets with 11% of inventory underway—more than 16,000 units.  Boston, 

a market desperately in need of quality new housing, ranks second, with nearly 10% of current stock 

underway.  Growth markets and tech hubs round out the rest of the top 20. 

 

JA:  And here are the markets with the least supply underway.  If you’re worried about supply risk, have 

a look at Norfolk, Virginia, or Cleveland.  Or, intriguingly, what about Las Vegas and Houston, both high-

growth markets seeing only about 2% of supply underway. 



 

MC:  The Base Case forecast calls for rent growth nationally to slow down, averaging just 1.1% over the 

forecast.  The forecast builds in the seasonal patterns in rent growth that we’ve observed over the past 

few years. 

 

The Trend Growth scenario offers a little more upbeat forecast, with rents averaging 1.4%.  In either 

case, however, our forecasts call for rent growth to slow down. 

JA:  The forecast for rent growth varies from market to market as well. 



 

Austin leads all markets with 2.5% growth, followed by Las Vegas and Phoenix—all markets that have 

posted top rent growth over the past year. 

Miami, a laggard recently, ranks fourth for rent growth.  The markets with the weakest rent growth 

outlook include Kansas City, Philadelphia, and Chicago—all demographically challenged markets with a 

long history of slow rent growth.  On the other hand, both Los Angeles and the East Bay also have weak 

rent growth forecasts, due in part to affordability issues. 

 



MC:  We saw another record fall in 2018:  Multifamily transaction volume for 2018 stands at $172 

billion, about $10 billion more than last year. 

JA:  Even more remarkable, prior to 2013, deal volume had never topped $100 billion.  Last year’s record 

total markets six straight years of at least $100 billion in investment volume. 

MC:  And, the fourth quarter total of $52 billion—and counting—was the single highest quarterly total 

yet recorded, as we see here. 

We’re making a few adjustments here that are worth noting.  First, we’re estimating a price for every 

property, and we’re using these estimates to fill in any missing prices.  This helps accurately estimate 

deal volume in non-disclosure states like Texas.  And we’re also including the multifamily portion of any 

portfolio deals.  

 

JA:  That investment generally favored Tier Two markets, as we see in this comparison of 2018 

transaction volume to the trailing three-year average, indicated by the hash.  New York, consistently the 

most active market, recorded below-average deal volume last year.  Investment into Houston, on the 

other hand, was about $3 billion above average levels.  Phoenix and San Francisco also recorded above-

average investment, as did Los Angeles. 



 

MC:  The record investment volume pushed prices yet higher, with the average price per unit topping 

$140,000 for the first time. 

As we can see, the average transaction price is quite volatile quarter to quarter, even at a national level.  

This is due to the constantly changing set of properties that trade.  To present a more a more consistent 

view of pricing, we estimate a full time series for every property, and use these estimates for our 

performance metrics. 

 

 



Our estimated prices are a bit higher overall, since the most expensive markets are actually 

underrepresented in the transactions.  Based on these estimates, we calculate that multifamily prices 

rose about 5% in 2018. 

Continued cap rate compression has supported the price gains.  Here, in the manner of Georges Seurat, 

we present every multifamily cap rate observation in the CoStar dataset, sized according to the price 

and shaded to indicate the trend. 

 
As we can see in the darker area, the average transaction cap rate has drifted lower over the past two 

years, and deals over a 7-cap have become very rare indeed. 

JA:  So far, we’ve seen steady cap rate compression for nearly a decade, thanks to historically strong 

demand and rising NOIs, and to low interest rates.  Ten years on, can cap rates keep falling? 

MC:  This multifamily market just keeps surprising to the upside, and has a way of making skeptics look a 

little foolish.  John, I’m just a lowly economist—what do your forecasting models say? 

JA:  We’ve already seen the forecasts for fundamentals to weaken, and for rent growth to slow.  Our 

Base Case does assume that interest rates will keep rising—and taken together, that’s a recipe for rising 

cap rates. 



 
All in all, we estimate cap rates will rise about 50 basis points through 2023, implying value losses of 

about 9% over that time period.  Rent growth and built-in NOI will offset that somewhat, but, as we see 

here, our Base Case forecast does call for prices to drop about 5% over the forecast. 

 

MC:  That’s a pretty bearish outlook, especially in light of last year’s performance.  Do we really believe 

the multifamily story is over? 



JA:  There are real risks to this market.  We’re keeping a close eye on the for-sale market, and on the 

homeownership rate in particular.  Compared to long term trends, there are too many affluent renters 

today, and we expect that on the margin they will start to buy homes. 

MC:  And since most of the recent and coming supply is designed for those affluent renters, this could 

put some real pressure on new Class A assets. 

JA:  That’s right.  On the other hand, Class B and C assets serve a clientele largely without the means to 

buy a home—or, in many cases, to move at all.  And there’s been virtually no new supply in this 

segment, leading to outsized rent gains for workforce housing-style assets. 

MC:  Markets also matter:  it’s just easier to buy a home in Atlanta, or Houston, or Phoenix than in New 

York or Los Angeles.  We expect that the renter pool in core coastal markets will be stickier, while more 

traditional homeownership markets are more at risk to losing tenants. 

JA:  We’ll be keeping an eye on all of this, as well as mortgage rates, which could be a saving grace for 

the multifamily sector. 

MC:  And we hope you’ll join us again next for next quarter’s State of the Multifamily Market to see how 

2019 is shaping up. 

JA:  Till then, from Michael and me, thanks so much for watching! 


